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We consider particular types of discrete approximations to tensor fields on
manifolds suggested by triangulations. The approximations are objects of finite
geometrical extent, parameterized by a finite set of numbers, so they are suitable for
numerical computations. We study the limiting behaviour of sequences of
approximations and construct the theory so that the limits are tensor fields on the
manifold. We propose a Cauchy criterion for our approximations, which guarantees
convergence to a limit. The specific examples include geodesic approximation to
Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian manifolds. (': 1994 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

We consider particular types of discrete approximations to tensor fields
on manifolds suggested by triangulations. The approximations are objects
of finite geometrical extent and are parameterized by a finite set of
numbers, so they are suitable for numerical computations. We study the
limiting behaviour of sequences of approximations and construct the
theory so that the limits are tensor fields on the manifold.

In numerical applications, one does not know the limiting geometry. We
propose a Cauchy criterion for our approximations, which guarantees
convergence to a limit.

A key feature of our investigation is the "tensorial character" of our
approximations. By this, we mean that our approximations have been
designed so that they behave well under changes of coordinates on the
manifold. We verify this in detail. Thus we believe that in an application,
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one could change the coordinates of the manifold during a numerical
computation.

The original motivation for our work was to study approximations for
general relativity. One of the issues in this subject is the proper handling
of coordinate changes, particularly for numerical computations of gravita
tional collapse. We refer the reader to [4] for an overview of the current
status of approximation methods in general relativity.

One of the long-term goals, not realised in this paper, is to remove the
smooth manifold structure from the approximation procedure, but to be
able to obtain it as part of the calculation of the limit.

Our work started with the particular case of Riemannian metric tensors.
The metric triangulations of Regge calculus [I, 10] generate the discrete
approximations we have in mind. The work of Cheeger, Muller, and
Schrader (CMS) [3] shows that given a Riemannian metric, one can generate
some very particular sequences of metric triangulations which contain all
the information in the scalar curvatures of the original Riemannian metric.
The work of CMS defines the limit of scalar curvatures only, these being
all functions, not tensors.

We show that the sequences of CMS satisfy our Cauchy criterion; hence
the entire metric tensor is obtained in the limit. Thus the sequences of
approximations actually contain all the geometric information.

We mention a second long-term goal, also not realised in this paper,
which is to perform a limiting process for curvature tensors which is
entirely local, or pointwise.

In Section 2, we investigate Riemannian metric tensors without intro
ducing any theoretical superstructure. We hope that this provides some
motivation for the abstractions to be encountered in Section 3. The main
result (Theorem 2.2) shows that approximations to a Riemannian metric,
such as those obtained from [3], converge to that Riemannian metric. The
keys to this theorem are Lemmas 2.4 and 2.7, which also play important
roles in Section 3.

The generalization we develop in Section 3 moves away from purely
metric data to any type of tensor field. In doing so, we are able to handle
metric tensors of indefinite signature, for example. After some preparations,
we introduce our Cauchy criterion (Definition 3.9) and show that it gives
rise to well-defined tensor fields on the entire manifold (Corollary 3.11 ). We
continue with our notion of uniformly Cauchy (Definition 3.12) and verify
that it behaves as one would expect (Theorem 3.14). Finally, we show that
the particular sequences of metric triangulations used in [3] are uniformly
Cauchy in our sense (Theorem 3.15).

The convergence remains essentially pointwise, so does not approximate
tensors of a weaker, distributional type [8]. Subsequent investigations will
consider distributional metric tensors.
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Some examples are presented in Section 4. These are mainly in the
nature of counterexamples, which show that removing anyone of our
hypotheses results in ill-defined limiting behavior. Example 4.7 treats the
case of indefinite signature, important for our main motivating application
to relativity.

Finally, we mention that this work can be taken to support a certain
thesis about discreteness in fundamental physics: that the continuum metric
tensor of spacetime can be regarded as a limit of some discrete data of a
physical kind, such as distance measurements, in the spirit of Ehlers el al.
[5] and Marzke and Wheeler [6].

Barrett thanks SERC, the Royal Society, Newcastle University, and
Girton College for support and Wichita State University for hospitality in
1989 and 1990. Parker thanks Durham University for hospitality and
SERC for support at the LMS Symposium on Spinors, Twistors, and
Complex Structures in General Relativity in July 1988, Cambridge and
Newcastle Universities for hospitality and support at the Meeting on
Singular Metrics in September 1988, Wichita State University for partial
travel support in 1988, and Newcastle University and Girton College for
hospitality in 1990.

2. RIEMANNIAN METRICS

First, we explain some conventions which are used throughout the paper.
For a tensor I on a set S, we define III GO to be the supremum over S of the
absolute values of the components of t in the current local coordinates.
Usually, the set S and the current local coordinates will be clear from
context. One particular case of interest will be when S is a single point.

We first consider a concrete case to help motivate the general construc
tions in Section 3. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of dimension D
and denote the distance function (Frechet metric) by d.

DEFINITION 2.0. A piecewise-flat (PF) metric on a simplicial complex is
a Riemannian metric on each simplex having constant components in the
standard coordinates for the simplex. These are such that if (J I is a face of
(J2' then the metric on (Jl is that induced from (J2 by inclusion. For later
use, a piecewise-flat pseudo-Riemannian metric of a particular signature is
defined in the same way.

In the case of a PF metric, we denote the volume of a simplex by I(JI.

The dimension of a simplex is often denoted by a superscript, e.g., (JD. The
mesh of a complex K is, as usual, 1] = sup{ 1(J11, (Jl E K}.
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DEFINITION 2.t. A piecewise-flat (PF) approximation to (M, g) with
error fE R is a triangulation 0/: K -+ M together with a PF metric on K.
These are such that if lull is an edge length in the PF manifold K and
u l = (VI' V2), then Ilull-d(o/(vd, o/(v2))1 ~f

Remark. The definition of approximation used here is slightly more
general than that of [3] in that we have allowed an error off This increase
in generality allows the consideration of approximations which satisfy some
local equations.

Let u be a simplex of K. Recall [3] that the fatness of (J relative to the
mesh of K is

ITI
8(u ) = inf dim T '

faces t 1]

and the fatness of K is

8 = inf 8(lJ").
<7EK

Our first main result is

THEOREM 2.2. Let.f R + -+ Robey f(/O = 0(1]). If {o/U): KU)-+ M} is a
sequence of PF approximations to (M, g) lvith errors f(l](o) such that

(i) the fatness 8(i) is bounded away from zero,

(ii) 1](;)-+0 as i-+ +00, and

(iii) the set of the images of all the vertices of all the triangulations is
dense in M,

then the metric tensor g on M is uniquely determined by the edge-length data.
In fact, for each p E M, the PF approximations determine sequences of
metrics on TpM which c01werge to the value of gat p.

As our first step in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we consider the geodesic
equation

for 0 ~ t ~ 1 and seek a bound on ~(1) in terms of ~(O), the distance d
between the endpoints of the geodesic, and other constants. Let (= ~ - ~(O)

and compute

d 1(t)1 ex,;::: Ads Ir + ):(0)1
dt "" dt ~ ~ ex ,
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where A is a constant which depends only on the bounds on the connection
coefficients and the inverse metric in the I . I", norm, and s is the geodesic
distance. Integrating, we obtain

LEMMA 2.3. With the preceding notation,

Clearly, the right-hand side can be made as small as one likes by choosing
d to be sufficiently small. This accords with one's intuition that sufficiently
small regions deviate little from flatness.

LEMMA 2.4. Let V eM and U c R D be open sets and x: V~ U a C2

diffeomorphism. Let h v be a COO metric on V. For any point q E U and any
E > 0 there is a smaller neighbourhood U' = X( V') of q such that (V', h v) is
convex and

Idv(a, b)2_ (x*hv)(q)(x(a)- x(b))1 ~E Ix(a)- x(b)I~~,

for all points a and b in V'.

The notation x* (h v ) denotes the push-forward of the metric, effectively
a coordinate description of the metric, while (X*hv){q) denotes its value at
q, which can be regarded as a flat Euclidean metric on the entire RD.
A metric with a single argument is to be regarded as a quadratic form.

Proof We use a coordinate notation for the quantities defined on
U c RD. Thus we write g ij for the components of X*h v' and Xi for the
components of x(a) - X(b). Similarly, r~k denotes the connection
components of gij'

Note first of all that it is possible to find a smaller convex V" c V such
that gij' its inverse, and r;k are bounded on U" = x( V"). Consider a, b in
this set.

Letting ~ be the tangent vector field along the geodesic of X*h v from
x(a) to X(b),

d(a, b)=t1

Jgij~i~j dt

= Jgij~'~j (c)

for some c on the geodesic between x(a) and x(b) by the mean value
theorem. Thus

d(a, b)2 =gij(c) x'x j + e

=gij(q) xix j + e + e',

where e and e' are the respective error terms.
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We use the result of Lemma 2.3, and for brevity write fl for the small
parameter e!·d(a.hl - 1. Using the formula Xl = S:l ~; dt, one can show that

( *)

and hence that 1~lx ~ 1/(1 - til Ixlx. Since

e =gii(C)(~i(C) - x;)(~j(c) + x j ),

it follows that

The other error term is

le'l ~ D 2 Ig(q) - g(c)lx Ixl~.

To complete the proof, it remains to define V' c V" so that (V', hv) is
convex and has sufficiently small diameter that

for all c E U' = X( V'), with fl = e!' diam( V'I - 1. This clearly can be done since
g is continuous. I

The key estimate (*) is actually valid for arbitrary linear connections; a
more sophisticated proof which gives this result is sketched near the end of
Example 4.7.

Now consider R D with a constant metric tensor y, Let a be any D-sim
plex in RD and let I: be a standard D-simplex with edges of '}'-length 1. We
write lall and lal for the }'.length and y-volume, respectively, for example.
Assume that for all edges a I of (J, I(J II ~ )" and that the fatness (relative to y)
O( (J) ~ B> 0, Let A be an affine map establishing a homeomorphism I: -+ a
and denote its linear part by L.

PROPOSITION 2.5. There are universal bounds, J,b l ~ L ~ ;'b2 , lvith b l , b2

depending at most on B, where the inequalities are with respect to the
operator norm defined by 1'.

Proof By polar decomposition, write L = SQ, where S is positive
definite symmetric and Q is orthogonal. Pick a basis {Wi} with lI';=Q(v;),
where the Vi are the displacements along the edges of E with one vertex in
common. Denoting the dual basis by {l~'j}, we have tr S = Ll l~';(S1Vj) ~ kJ"
where k is a numerical factor depending only on D according to
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LEMMA 2.6. Let V; be the vectors along the edges of a simplex a with
a common vertex x, let V; be the dual basis, and let r be the (D - 1)~face

spanned by {v 2 , v3 , ... , V D}' Then for the }'-norm we have

The proof is an easy calculation using the "I-perpendicular, which we leave
to the reader.

Continuing the proof of Proposition 2.5, bounding tr S gives a bound on
the spectrum of S, hence an upper bound for L. Thus b 2 does not depend
on B.

For the lower bound, consider the inverse map L - I = Q- 1S· I and
apply the same argument to obtain a bound on tr S-I. This time, let {w;}
be a basis of displacements along the edges of a having one vertex in
common. Then IS-1Wil = 1 and Ilt',1 = Iril/Dlal. Now Irl ~k'),D-I, where

is the volume of the largest simplex with edge-lengths ~ 1. Also, 10"1 ~ B),lJ

whence 111"';1 ~ k'/BDL Thus, tr S·I ~ k'/BJe yielding a lower bound on the
spectrum of L with b l = B/k'. I

We now have almost everything we need for the first main result.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let p E M, fix a coordinate chart (V, X) as in
Lemma 2.4, and set q = x(p). For each member of the sequence of PF
manifolds, choose aD-simplex O"Ul so that the vertices converge to p as
i-+oo.

Put the constant metric tensor y=X.g(q) on the coordinate space RD.
We show that the PF approximations allow one to define a sequence of
constant metric tensors on R D and that these converge to y. This is enough
to prove the theorem, as the coordinate mapping X allows us to regard the
convergence to y as occurring in Tp• M ® Tp• M. The sequence is not
uniquely determined.

For all e> 0 there is a neighbourhood V' of p as in Lemma 2.4, and the
vertices of all simplices are eventually in V'. According to Lemma 2.4,
the distances between vertices measured with yare well approximated by
distance measurements with the curved metric g, and from Definition 2.1
these in turn are well approximated by the PF edge-lengths. Precisely, for
a, bE V'

Idv(a, h? - y(x(a) - x(b»)1 ~ E Ix(a) - x(h)1 ~.
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For a suitable edge ai, la11-dv(a,b)=0(I]) whence Ila l
I
2-dv(a,b)21=

0(1]2). Combining these, we obtain

where a and b are images under CPU) of vertices of aU)' and i is sufficiently
large. In this way, we have eliminated the need for further consideration of
the curved manifold. We now compare flat metrics directly. To transfer
fatness bounds and obtain convergence, we use the following.

LEMMA 2.7. If g(i) is a sequence of constant positive-definite metrics,
AU): Rn -> Rn are ajJlne mappings, }' is a constant positive definite metric on
RD, uU) c R D are simplices, for every e > 0 and for all sufficiently large i

where a and b are vertices, and we have the fatness bound 8gU)( aU)) ~ B> 0,
then for sufficiently large i, AU) is invertible and 8,,(A(i/U(i») ~ B' > 0, and
moreover AU)*g(i)->}"

Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume that g(i) is a constant
sequence of positive-definite bilinear forms. This is because GL(D) transfor
mations may be applied to g(I)' uu), and A(i)' Therefore we set g(iJ = g'.

Our assumed inequality amounts to

for edge vectors eli)' For a fixed simplex, the {e ® e}, with e running over
the edges, form a basis for the symmetric tensors. As Proposition 2.5 makes
clear, these bases differ by linear maps which are bounded with respect to
i, apart from an overall scaling which cancels on both sides of our estimate.
Therefore, the estimate implies IIg'-A0)}'11 <e' Ilg'll for a suitable norm
II . lion the space of symmetric matrices, where e' can be made arbitrarily
small by choosing e sufficiently small. In a small enough neighbourhood of
g', all matrices are positive-definite, so the A (i) are invertible. The con
vergence A u)* gU) ->}' follows immediately and the fatness bounds are a
consequence of continuity. I

Recalling that all norms are equivalent on finite-dimensional vector
spaces, this includes the proof of Theorem 2.2 as well. I
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3. GENERAL TENSORS
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We now generalize the apparatus considerably to handle tensors of any
type, in particular, indefinite metric tensors. The resulting notions are
somewhat abstract. The basic entities are convergent sequences of locally
defined objects (Definitions 3.1,3.4,3.7, and 3.9). Note that our notion of
convergence includes an eventual fatness bound. Through Lemma 3.5,
this essentially is the source of the good behavior to be found in
Proposition 3.8, Corollary 3.11, and Theorems 3.14 and 3.15.

In Section 2, the Riemannian metric played two roles: it was tensor data
and it provided fatness bounds. Here we have separated these, allowing
arbitrary tensor data, but keeping the weaker aspect of providing fatness
bounds intact. The formulation of the latter is subtly changed, moving
the location of the fatness bounds from the simplices to charts of local
coordinates.

We begin with the locally defined objects.

DEFINITION 3.1. A local PL lensor on M is a triple (IT, I, cp) in which
IT = (va, ... , V D) is a geometric D-simplex in R D, I is a constant tensor on IT,
and cp: {va, ... , vD} -> M has distinct images. When t is a metric tensor, we
refer to the triple as a local PL metric tensor.

DEFINITION 3.2 A local PL Riemannian metric (IT, g", cp) is a local PF
approximation to the Riemannian manifold (M, g) with error f if and only
if II(vi , v;ll-d(cp(v;), cp(v;l)1 ~f, where Irl denotes the volume of the
subsimplex r S; IT with respect to g".

DEFINITION 3.3. Let ljI: U ..... RD be a coordinate chart at p EM. The
induced tensor i on R D is the push-forward of t via the map (ljI 0 cp)"
obtained by composing ljI with cp and extending the composition linearly to
the whole simplex IT. We denote the image of (J under this map by 8.

We use carets in this way to denote things obtained by this process of
linear extension.

Remark. If 8 is degenerate and t is of covariant type, then i may be
undefined. We now arrange things, however, so that this will not matter.

Let us introduce our notion of convergence for sequences of local PL
tensors.

DEFINITION 3.4. A sequence converging to p E M is a sequence (IT" Ii' CPi)

such that Im(cp;) --+ p and for each chart containing p, for all but finitely
many i, the fatnesses satisfy 8(8;) ~ b > 0 for some b which may depend on
the chart but is independent of i. Here the fatness is measured with respect
to the coordinate metric.
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For any particular local PL tensor, there are many charts in which 6 is
degenerate. Thus our formulation is somewhat counterintuitive unless one
keeps the idea of sequences firmly in mind at all times. Observe that the f i

play no role in this definition; they have been included from the beginning
for notational convenience. We discuss their convergence later on
(Definition 3.9 and following).

The following result shows that the existence of a fatness bound does not
depend on the choice of local coordinates.

LEMMA 3.5. If the fatness condition of Definition 3.4 is satisfied in one
chart containing p, then it is satisfied in any chart containing p.

Proof Let a i -+ °E R 0, 8(a i ) ~ b > 0, and X be a C 1 change of
coordinates in R 0. Slightly abusing the notation of Definition 3.3, denote
by X( a ,) the simplices formed by mapping the vertices of each a i with X and
extending linearly to all of each a i . It suffices to show that all but finitely
many x(a,) have a fatness bound as desired.

We require

LEMMA 3.6. Let U be an open set containing °in RO and let X he a C I

diffeomorphism x: U -+ VcR f) such that X(O) = O. For any simplex
a=(vo, ... , vo ) in U, denote by X fhe affine map extending xl{vo, ..., vo } and
let L" be its linear part, so that L 'I(a - b) = x(a) - i(b). For every I: > 0 there
exists a neighbourhood of 0, N" c;; U, such that for every simplex a C;; Nr. and
every edge vector e = Vi - Vj of a, I(L U

- X*0)(e)17 < I: leI 7 ,.

Proof Recalling that all norms are equivalent on finite-dimensional
vector spaces, observe that LU(e)=x(v,}-X(v i ) and apply the approxima
tion lemma [2, p. 377] to X· I

To complete the proof of Lemma 3.5, apply Lemma 2.7 with " the coor
dinate metric on RO, gli) the constant sequence (x*}'lo, and A(,) the affine
map X on a i• The verification that the inequality in the hypothesis of
Lemma 2.7 is satisfied here is a straightforward application of the triangle
and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities, which we leave to the reader. I

Remark. Examining the proof of Lemma 3.5, we see that the force of
the fatness bounds is that it allows us to convert the estimate of Lemma 3.6
into convergence L 'I, -+ X*0 for appropriate sequences.

Now we introduce the fundamental global (meaning, on all of M)

objects.
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DEFINITION 3.7. A global PL tensor on M is a collection
:!T = {(u, t, cp)} in which there is a sequence converging to any point of M
and all t are of the same type.

Note that this includes sequences of PF approximations as in Defini
tion 2.1, but that the simplicial complexes are inessential.

Next, we investigate the behavior of global PL tensors under a change
of local coordinates.

PROPOSITION 3.8 Let:!T be a global PL tensor on a smooth manifold M,
p a point in M, (u i, t i, qJi) a sequence converging to p, and t/J: V -> R D a
chart at p. Let t/J': V' -> RD be another chart at p with change of coordinate
function x: t/J( V (\ V') -> t/J'( V (\ V'). Denote by i; and i;, respectively, the
tensors on R D induced as in Definition 3.3. If i , -> t I/!' a constant tensor on

R D
, then i;->t,/J' and X*I/!(pl tl/!=tl/!"

Proof We suppress t/J(P). Since i,->tl/!' X*ii=X*(t/J°CPI); tl-+X*tl/!'
Now, i;=(t/J'ocpi); tl=(xot/JocpJ~ tj=X*(t/JocpJ; f i. Comparing x* and
x* via Lemma 3.6, the conclusions follow. I

We now give the important Cauchy criterion for our fundamental global
objects. We then verify that it yields good convergence behavior, as one
would hope.

DEFINITION 3.9. A global PL tensor :!T is said to be Cauchy if and only
if for every p EM, every chart at p, every sequence in :!T converging to p,
and every f: > 0 there exists N such that i,j> N implies Ii j - iii et: < f:.

Here we use the notation of Definition 3.3.

PROPOSITION 3.10. Let:!T be a Cauchy global PL tensor on a smooth
manifold M, p a point in M, t/J: V -+ RD a chart at p, and (u j, t i, qJ,) a
sequence converging to p. Denote the tensors on RD induced as in
Definition 3.3 by ii' Then ii -+ t for some constant tensor t on RD. Let
(u;, t;, cp;) be another sequence converging to p with i; -+ t' in ohvious nota
tion. Then t = 1'.

Proof Construct a third sequence converging to p whose members
alternate the (a;, t i, qJi) with the (a;, t;, cP;). Then apply Definition 3.9. I

Proposition 3.8 gives the correct change of variables formula for the
coordinate representation of a tensor. Therefore

COROLLARY 3.11. A Cauchy glohal PL tensor :!T on M defines a unique,
possibly discontinuous, tensor t on M.
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Any Cauchy criterion which yields convergence should have a com
panion uniform Cauchy criterion which yields well-behaved convergence.
Here is ours, followed by the verification of good behavior.

DEFINITION 3.12. A global PL tensor :r is uniformly Cauchy if and
only if for every p E M, every chart U at p, and every I; > 0 there exists a
neighborhood of p, V <;; U, such that for all Im( rp d, Im( rp2) <;; V,
iii - i 2 lx. < 1;.

PROPOSITION 3.13. Uniformly Cauchy implies Cauchy.

THEOREM 3.14. If t is the limit of a uniformly Cauchy :r, then t is
continuous.

Proof Let p E M and I; > 0 and choose V corresponding to 1;/3 as in
Definition 3.12. For q E V, regard t(p) and t(q) as constant tensors on R D,

and use Proposition 3.10 and Definition 3.12 to conduct an s/3
argument. I

Finally, we show that the particular sequences of metric triangulations
obtained from [3] are uniformly Cauchy. In fact, our result is much
stronger than this, as it applies to many other cases as well.

As in Theorem 2.2, let f(1/) be any function which is 0(1/).

THEOREM 3.15. If'§ is the set of all local PFapproximations to (M,g)
with error 1(1/,,) and such that 8(g,,);?:B>O, then '§ is uniformly Cauchy
and converges to g.

Proof The estimates in the proof of Lemma 2.7 generalise to apply to
all local PF approximations contained within some neighbourhood of p,
instead of just a sequence. The bound required in the hypothesis of
Lemma 2.7 is supplied by Lemma 2.4, which is itself a uniform statement.
The neighbourhood required in Definition 3.12 is the one obtained from
Lemma 2.4 for a suitable choice of I; there. I

4. EXAMPLES

In the first five examples we study sequences which do not have a fatness
bound. We hope to convince the reader that this bound is an essential part
of our formulation by exhibiting a variety of pathologies which occur in its
absence. The last example gives one way of constructing a global PL tensor
which converges to an arbitrary pseudo-Riemannian metric tensor.
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Let (Jj be the simplices in R 2 with vertices (0,0) and
(± I/i, l/i2

) for i~ 1. Observe that this sequence converges to (0,0) and
has no fatness bound. Consider the change of coordinates given by x 1--* x
and y r--+ y - x 2

• If X denotes the change of coordinates map, then all the
simplices i((JJ are degenerate in the new coordinates. Observe that in the
notation of Lemma 3.6, X*O=/2=(~ 7) but LrI;=(b g), projection on the
x-aXIS.

EXAMPLE 4.2. Continue with the same simplices as before, but now
consider the change of coordinates X given by x r--+ x and y 1--* Y - 2x2

• Now
the images are all nondegenerate simplices, but another problem arises. Let
t denote any fixed, constant vector field on R 2 and restrict it to each (J i'

obtaining li' Again we have X*0=/2 , but now LrIi=(b _~), reflection
across the x-axis. The ti = L <T'( t i) converge, but not to X*0 t. Cf.
Proposition 3.8.

EXAMPLE 4.3. We use the same (Ji' but the relevant sequence for this
example is (J: = Qi(J j, where Q = (~ - b), a counterclockwise rotation
through 90°. We continue with t as before, define t; by restriction, and use
the same change of coordinates X. Now we find LQ'<T;= (b _'\) for
i == O(mod 2)
and

Q'rI,_ (I 0) ~
L - -2/;2 I 12 ,

i== I (mod 4),

i== 3 (mod 4).

Then the iJ do not converge at all, due to the differing behavior for even
and odd i. Cf. Proposition 3.8 again.

This next example studies the adequacy of our definition of PF
approximation. The original construction is due to H. A. Schwarz; see [9],
for example.

EXAMPLE 4.4. We consider a cylinder of radius I and height I as the
quotient of a plane rectangle of length 2n and height 1. We divide the rec
tangle into mn subrectangles, dividing into m subdivisions vertically and n
horizontally. Triangulate by drawing the diagonals in each subrectangle
and marking the corners and centers as vertices. Let u = (2n, 0) and
v = (0, I) be tangent vectors. Following our notation in Theorem 2.2, we
denote by g(mn) the PF metric on approximation (mn).
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For the upper and lower triangles, it is straightforward to calculate

The problem then is to evaluate the limit for g (mil) (v, v). A somewhat more
tedious calculation yields

For the right and left triangles, glmll)(v,v)= I, glmll)(u,v)=O, and

glmll)(u, u) = 16n2 sin 2(nI2n) ~ 4n 2
•

Calculation of the area of the approximation from these metric tensors
now agrees with the calculation from the formula of Schwarz,

. n [I 4m
2

( • n)4J1 /2 . n
A Imll) = 2/1 Sill 2/1 + 4" +7 n Sill 2n 2n Sill;;.

Taking the limit, we find

m<n 2
,

m 2 = kn 4
,

m>n 2
•

Thus we see that the metric tensors converge precisely when the volume
formula of Schwarz converges and to the "correct" limit. Schwarz's
example shows that the area may not converge to the Euclidian value 2n.
From our perspective, this is due to the faulty convergence of the g(mllj'

The metrics are obtained from the secant approximation, hence satisfy
lall- d(vo, vd = O(la 1i3

), so they obey all the requirements of PF
approximation except fatness bounds.

The preceding examples were PF approximations of fiat space. We now
show that the pathologies exhibited were not due to the term 0(1]) in
Definitions 2.1 or 3.2.
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EXAMPLE 4.5. Consider the 3-dimensional non-Euclidean hyperbolic
space, R3 with the Riemannian metric of constant curvature - 1. Let
Pl,P2,P3 be any three points in general position in the hyperbolic plane
R2 c R3 such that the origin Po lies in the interior of their convex hull. Now
let (1= {va, VI' V2' v3 } be a simplex and define the map cp by Vif-> Pi' One
can check that there is no flat positive-definite metric on (1 which assigns
to each edge (Vi' v) the hyperbolic distance d(p" p). The simplex does
actually embed in Minkowski 3-space, so in a sense, this local PF
approximation has the wrong signature compared to the manifold which it
is supposed to be approximating. We can certainly consider sequences of
such local PF approximations, where the vertices converge to the origin.
Since all members of the sequence have the wrong signature, they
cannot converge to the target metric in any coordinates whatsoever.
Using the coordinates from R3

, it is clear that the coordinate simplex rJ is
degenerate, so any such sequence certainly does not have a fatness bound.
The bizarre behavior of such a sequence is due to the lack of a fatness
bound.

EXAMPLE 4.6. By using a moving bump-function, it is easy to produce
examples which are Cauchy but not uniformly Cauchy.

Finally, we give an extension of Theorem 3.15 to nondegenerate
indefinite metric tensors of arbitrary signature, or briefly, pseudo
Riemannian metrics.

EXAMPLE 4.7. Let M be a manifold with a pseudo-Riemannian metric
g. Choose an arbitrary auxiliary Riemannian metric h and consider the set
Yf of all local PF approximations to (M, h) with a uniform fatness bound
and error function as in Theorem 3.15. For each (1, h", cp) E Yf in which cp
maps all the vertices into a convex normal neighborhood for the
Levi-Civita connection of g, we define a constant pseudo-Riemannian
metric g" on (1 using an analogous definition of local PF approximation.
Namely, for each edge (Vi' Vj ) of (1, set

the energy, integrating with respect to an affine parameter along the
geodesic segment from cp(v,) to cp(v). Here we have used the notation
of Lemma 2.4. Observe that g" so defined is unique. Now define <§ to be
the set of all such (1, g", cp). Lemma 2.4 remains valid for a pseudo
Riemannian metric h v as long as one replaces d 2 everywhere by the value
of the appropriate energy integral.

640,'76/1-9
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Indeed, exammmg the proof of Lemma 2.4, one sees that it suffices to
obtain estimate (*) there. To do this, use the Theorem of Whitehead [7,
p. 73] and choose the V" of Lemma 2.4 to be a normal neighbourhood of
each of its points with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of h v. Con
sidered as a function of two variables, the exponential map exp of this
linear connection is a diffeomorphism

l/J: U expp-I( V") ~ V" x V".
pE V"

Now apply the approximation lemma from [2] to l/J, using x - ~ =

eXPl(aJ(O-exPl(a)(O)-exPl(p)*(¢)' Using the theorem of Whitehead
again, we obtain the desired V' c V".

lt then follows that the global PL tensor '§ is uniformly Cauchy and
converges to g.
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